Role of diffusion tensor imaging metrics and in vivo proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy in the differential diagnosis of cystic intracranial mass lesions.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (PMRS) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) indices, fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) can be used to distinguish brain abscess from cystic brain tumors, which are difficult to distinguish by conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Fifty-three patients with intracranial cystic mass lesions and 10 normal controls were studied. Conventional MRI, PMRS and DTI of all the patients were performed on a 1.5-T GE scanner. Forty patients were with brain abscess and 13 with cystic tumors. Cytosolic amino acids (AAs) were present in 32 of 40 brain abscess patients. Out of 13 patients with cystic tumors, lactate and choline were seen in 3 and only lactate was present in 10 patients on PMRS. All 40 cases of abscess had high FA, while all 13 cases of tumor cysts had high MD values. We conclude that FA measurements are more sensitive in predicting the abscess, while PMRS and MD are more specific in differentiating abscess from cystic tumors. We suggest that PMRS should be combined with DTI rather than with diffusion-weighted imaging as FA can be used as an additional parameter for separation of abscess from other cystic intracranial mass lesions.